In view of the phenomenon that data-hiding algorithm is easy to be detected by inspecting tool SPAM when carrying information, random insertion and histogram modification are adapted in the data hiding. A data-reversible hiding algorithm in WSNs is put forward. By collecting and referring sub-graph, calculating data fusion algorithm that can protect the data's completion and privacy and analyzing the reversible hiding data algorithm research, the inspection of SPAM. Finally MATLAB7.0 exploitation is adopted to stimulate the analysis of experiment. The result shows that compared with Kim algorithm, the algorithm is safer to prevent the SPAM inspection and is more suitable for information transfer.
I. INTRODUCTION
The purpose of data hiding is to insert imperceptible information in the digital media signal of image, audio, video and so on. Especially in the aspects such as military, intelligence and national security [1] , the requirement of data-hiding technology is high. It is require that the hiding confidential information is not easy to be detected by detection tools and image can not be distorted. Extracted cryptograph can be restored to the original image [2] [3] [4] [5] . The technology of reversible data hiding has got rapid development because of adapting the above demands [6] [7] [8] .
The inserting methods of reversible data hiding are mainly divided into data compression, differential expansion and histogram shift [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . In the method of histogram shift persons like Ni adapt early the technology of histogram shift in the data hiding and use the space after histogram shift to insert information. Because each pixel gray can modify one value at most, quality of the carrier image is higher. However, because the loads are affected by the height of histogram, the obtained capacity is relatively low [14] [15] [16] . Persons like Hong improve performance of histogram shift inserting algorithm from different views. Persons like Kim propose a kind of reversible data hiding algorithm based on the D-value histogram of a modified mining appearance figure. The method selects collecting appearance diagram as a reference image and explore the high spatial correlation between the mining appearances. It also uses multistage histogram translation technology. Because D-value is allowed to modify much, it gets the bigger capacity.
Persons like Li use the correction technology of adjacent pixels difference to improve the capacity of reversible data-hiding algorithm. The method adapts reverse 'S' sequence to scan pixels when inserting information. Persons like Luo improve the Kim algorithm and propose a reversible data hiding algorithm based on sub-graph sampling rules. This method regards the middle pixels of each sub-graph as a reference pixel. When inserting information the multistage histogram shift technology is adopted, it improves the capacity of algorithm. Persons like Zhao propose a data-reversible hiding algorithm based on the Hilbert curve scanning. This method adopts Hilbert curve sequence to scan pixels when inserting information, whose control of visibility and inventory is very good. Data hiding algorithm mentioned in the reference adapts many regular scanning way respectively such as sequential scanning, reverse 'S' scanning and Hilbert scanning. Because information obeys certain laws when it is inserted, it is easy to be detected by detection tools. Based on Kim and others, the article applies random inserting technology in the data hiding and proposes a data-reversible hiding algorithm that can be inserted anti SPAM detection. When inserting information, the random methods are adopted for the selection of pixel of carrying information. Identifying the units of unhidden information by pseudo random sequence produced by random function and then using histogram correction techniques to hide information within the image, the information after decompression can be restored to the original image. Because this method use random methods to insert information and then it will make the secret information no regular laws, as a result, it can better escape the detection of SPAM.
The article mainly concentrates work of expansion and innovation on the following aspects.
(1) Analyze the anta integrity algorithm of protecting the completion and privacy. By analyzing the period of homomorphic encryption algorithm preparation and initialization, it can be known that there is no need to decrypt data when middle nodes integrate data. Instead, it is needed to pick up the integrating result in the sink node. In this algorithm because of only decrypting key secret code can the plaintext be acquired. Because node shares the key secret node with sink node and it is clear to the other nodes of internet, therefore, it can protect the privacy of data.
(2) Analyze the reversible data hiding algorithm embedded by random. By carrying out the image sampling to the graph, building differential graph of subgraph sampling with reference subgraph, then scrambling differential grapy and using multistage histogram translation technology to embed information into scrambled graph, and at last by restoring the pixels in the scrambled differential graph to the original stage, the secret image can be acquired with reference graph. When extracting information, it should be finished by adopting the inverse progress of embedding progress, which give the inspection of SPAM and is safer and secret that the Kim algorithm.
(3) In order to further verify the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm, carry out the MATLAB7.0 platform to analyze the stimulating experiment. The result shows that the algorithm is safer than the Kim algorithm and is more suitable to convey information. What's more, the hiding distribution of image information has no law, so it is more likely to escape from the inspection of SPAM.
II. FOUNDATION THEORY

A. Image Scrambling
Assume that there is an image with a pixel MN  . 
B. Detection in Different Classification that SPAM Made by Using the SVM
Work process that SPAM detection using the SVM classification is shown in figure 2 : first, classify the images in the gallery, used for data hiding, half don't do data hiding, and then, from the picture the two parts in the feature extraction, and the characteristics of get to SVM for training, after training by training the SVM model, and the training model is a collection of images into the data to the basis of a good or bad. Under test images to do prediction model, the SVM training get SPAM detection error rate, as follows:
Among them, and it is said the rate of false positives and false denial rate respectively. SPAM detection error rate is higher, the corresponding data hiding algorithm can escape SPAM detection, its confidentiality.
III. PROPOSED SCHEME
A. Preparation Stage
Mi is clear, i c as the ciphertext, p is a prime number, n is number of nodes in sensor networks, meet
Encryption algorithm for: ( , , , ) mod (1)
Decryption algorithm is as follows:
On type, E (), D () for encryption and decryption functions respectively, K -1 for K p multiplication inverse element, since p is a prime number, therefore, K -1 always exist. 12 , cc , respectively corresponds to the 12 , mmciphertext, 12 mm  the corresponding ciphertext as:
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After decryption, the cipher text is as follows:
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   . So when there are n nodes to participate in the fusion algorithms, the fusion result of the cipher text and clear respectively is represented as: Through the homomorphism encryption algorithm above, intermediate nodes to decrypt data fusion data without, only the last in the sink node to extract the fusion result. In this algorithm, the only break key ki, can obtain plaintext, and ki is the Shared key node and sink node, other nodes are transparent to the network, therefore, can effectively protect the privacy of data.
This article assumes that the sink node and each node Shared keys 12 , ,..., n k k k , the Shared secret key K homomorphism encryption and random prime number p is calculated; Generate random primes p1, p2, p3 calculated data with the remainder of the perception, so that the use of CRT theorem for data integrity test. In order to reduce the transmission of data, the algorithm will be K, i k , p, p1, p2, p3 presets for each sensor node, not needs to be updated at every time of the query, in order to reduce the key interpretation of probability, K, p, i k are 20 bytes, p1, p2, p3 is 3 bytes. Sensor network is working, by the sink node through mu Tesla authentication technology broadcasting and query information, each node begin after receipt of the query information data fusion.
C. Initialization Phase
Set for the current time period t, each node's perception of the si data for mi, t, and length of 5 bytes. In order to ensure the security of data and freshness, and each node respectively combined with t is calculated based on the hash key of HMAC: t k = HM1 (K, t), i k , t = HM1 ( i k , t), HM1 () USES sha-1 standards, generate the t k and 
IV. REVERSIBLE DATA HIDING ALGORITHM BASED ON STOCHASTIC EMBEDDED
Traditional way of data embedding is by order or curve according to certain rules of order scanning to hidden information unit, the embed mode makes the detection tools have rules to follow, it is not easy to escape detection. This paper presents a reversible data hiding algorithm based on stochastic embed mode. First, the image is sampled sub-graph, constructs the sub-graph mining appearance figure and reference the difference between figure and then scrambling to poor figure, using multistage histogram translation technology of embedding information into scrambling differential diagram, finally will be scrambling after bad pixels to restore to the original location in the picture, with reference to graph to get secret image. Information extraction using embedded in the inverse process to complete.
A. Data Embedding Process
Input: the original image, ciphertext sequences, sampling interval, and embedded level, pseudo random sequence Output: the secret image, important encoding information
Step 1 type (1) Step 2 for each figure k E , using pseudo random sequence produced by the random function to scrambling and scrambling after getting the difference between the figures, the pixels in Rk E is noted as R e . Process in detail is as follows: a difference plot sizes, for each figure, produce a pseudo random sequence with random function, and the pseudo random sequence is stored in the array, array subscript and pixel location of the corresponding relationship. Based on the ordering of the elements in an array, namely the completion of each pixel location of the reorder, we can achieve the goal of difference plot scrambling. Step 4 scan each pixel in turn l, according to the embedded class, it embedded information between pixel values. Process in detail as follows: in turn scan, when met, hidden in the data and it changes the value of the corresponding pixel, then scan again, when meeting Step 5 take advantage of the corresponding relationship between the index of array k X in the step (2) and pixel position, it makes pixel from the each difference figure restore to its original position, get the difference figure ' , take corresponding sequence from each array, according to the corresponding relationship between sequences and the pixel position, to reorder the pixel.
Step 3 the process of cryptograph extracting is the inverse process of the embedded process. Firstly, set the embedded level ' L =0, scan each pixel ' 
Step 4 rebuild cryptograph information that taken out in step3, and obtained 
Step 6 using the corresponding relationship between the index of array k X and pixel position, to make pixels in each difference figure Rk E recovers to its original position, get difference figure k E . And then use reference sub-graph get sampling sub-graph series k S in turn; finally, we can through the inverse sampling process of sampling sub-graph figure series and reference sub-graph to get the original image I . The overflow handling in whole process consults the method of reference.
V. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULT ANALYSIS
Using MATLAB7.0 development platform to do simulation experiment, in the experiment, the dataset derived from RSP graph library, selected 5000 pieces 8-bit gray-scale images of size 512 x 512 in the RSP graph library. Among them, including 2500 pieces of images are used for data hiding, and the other 2500 pieces of images dose not hide, they are used for testing. They are through SPAM to extract its feature, and then give to support vector machines SVM to make classification test, finally draw error rate of a data hiding algorithm anti SPAM detection (hereinafter referred to as SPAM error rate).
The SPAM parameter selects 1 order threshold value T =8, LIBSVM3.1 selected as training algorithm of support vector machine. And the selection of parameters of LIBSVM and Gaussian kernel function parameters is the optimal value of the results that is randomly selected from the experimental data sets a smaller subset cross tested 5 times. The information to be embedded and the scrambled pseudo random sequence are generated by the random function of MATLAB. The sampling interval u and v of this algorithm and the Kim algorithm are all 3, embedded level respectively select L=2,3,5,7, and embedded capability respectively select 0.5bpp, 0.25bpp, 0.1bpp, 0.15bpp, 0.05bpp, 0.03bpp, 0.01bpp 7 kinds of different reserve.
The SPAM error rate of this algorithm under different embedded levels as shown in figure 5 , from the diagram it can be concluded that: 1) SPAM error rate of this algorithm in different embedded level obeys to the rule which is with the increase of reserve while SAPM error rates gradually decrease. That is to say, the less information that is hidden in and the more likely it is escape from the SPAM detection; 2) when the reserve is under a certain amount, to take lager embedded level and it is more easy to escape the SPAM detection. For example, the reserve is 0.05bpp, and embedded level is L=2,3,5,7, SPAM error rates of this algorithm are 1.26%, 6.8%, 30.9%, 40.1%.This is because according to the process of data embedding in step 4 of section 2.1 shows that embedded of information makes use of the pixel that the pixel values in the scope of [-,+ ] LL to complete it. When embedding information, to take the greater embedded level the ability of each pixel used to carry information is stronger, therefore, at the same reserve, the number of pixels used to carry information are reduced, the random order, these pixels are relatively concentrated distribution, that is to say, the hidden information more haphazard, it is more likely to escape the SPAM detection. Table 1 and table2 listed the comparison result of SPAN error rate both this algorithms and Kim algorithm under different embedded level. Analysis from the table, the algorithm of SPAM error rate is 93%, it is higher than Kim algorithm, and that is to say, this algorithm compared with Kim algorithm, it is more easily to escape the SPAM detection. When the embedded level is larger, L=7, the improved SPAM error rates is best. Especially when the reserve is 0.05 BPP, the SPAM error rate obtained by adopting this paper's method can reach to 42.9%, increased by 2%. But when the embedded level is lesser, L=2, this paper's algorithm compared to Kim algorithm only 71% data are increased, and individual data are decreased. To Analyze reasons, when embedded level is lesser, the ability of each pixel used to carry information weaken , so at the same reserve, the number of pixel used to carry information are increased, after random out-of-order, these pixels are also relatively concentrated distribution, when the relative embedded level are larger, advantage relatively subdued.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this article, we will random embedding and histogram modification technology applied to data hiding, a random reversible data hiding algorithm of embedded anti SPAM detection has been put forward. Because of this algorithm at the time of embedding information with the random method selected pixels, thus, improved the error rate of anti SPAM detection algorithm. The experimental results show that the detection algorithm in this paper compared with the Kim algorithm is more resistant to SPAM detection; the best error rate of the improved SPAM is 2%. But in the condition of less embedded level, advantages of this algorithm are not obvious relatively; the key work of next step is to research how to improve the error rate of this algorithm anti SPAM detection in condition of less embedded level.
